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Stroll Florida's WebVillage

Dscount Card
Let FBNE shoot your commercial
Job Opportunities
WHAT IS FLORIDA'S I/VEBVILLAGE?

South Florida Hot Spots
Fine Dinning Spotlight
; FBNE.com picks of some of south Florida's
best kept secrets. (top restaurants by

coung)
South Florida's Best Nightlife
j FBNE top 5 hottest clubs
;Live Music
rWhere is the Best Place to
meet that someone special
South Florida Concerts
.; Find out which acts are
coming to a city near you.

Calendar of events
'i Vvhat's happening where
you live
r Fun family activities

FBNE.com Road trip

;

Great family destinations within driving
range
u Our pick of the week
FBNE.com Recipe of the week
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Do you find it diffcult to focus while at work? Are you
setting goals, but struggling to get work handed in on
time? Do your eyes constantly wander to the clock
counting the seconds to quitting time? lf these and
other issues plague you while on the job then your
ofiice might not be Feng Shui friendly. According to
Leslie and Mark Jacobson, proprietors of Feng Shui
Consultants of Boca Raton, if put into correct use the
ancient Chinese practice can have an immense and
positive affect on your life. The brother and sister duo
each posses master degrees in counseling in addition
to being certified in Feng Shui. ln teaching people to
mirror their inner space with their outer space, the
Jacobsons have found a new and exciting way to help
others. They believe that Feng Shui and counseling
go hand-in-hand as each practice strives to bring
balance and harmony into peoples' lives.
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Translating into lrind'and liyater', Feng Shui is
rooted in the Taoist belief that every object in the
world has a relationship with the space around it.
Proper placement of objects, based on Feng Shui
principles, can facilitate positive energy. The bagua is
the heart and soul of Feng Shui. An octagonal map,
the bagua designates corners to love/relationships,
knowledge/skills/self-cultivation, career,
fame/reputation, helptuI people/travel, family/health,
weafth/prosperity and children/creativity.
The bagua can apply to any area ofthe work place
from the boss' offce to the break room. Because this
is the first thing people see when they walk through
the door, the entrance and reception area ofan office
is of great symbolic importance and can set the tone
for the rest of the work space. Objects, such as the
pictures on the wall and the furniture in the room,
should be in tandem with the company's vision and
goals and the company logo should be prominently
displayed. Feng Shui principles also maintain that the
boss' offtce should be centrally located so there is no
question as to who's in charge. Clutter should be
nonexistent as it creates obstacles. A well organized,
clufter free desk opens the mind to new, creative
ideas and allows employees to focus solely on the
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task at hand. lndividual offces should have personal
touches, but d6cor and knick-knacks should mirror
the overall priorities of the company. The Jacobsons
suggest that any changes be made slowly so the
ensuing results can be monitored closely. Goals
should be clear and realistic and the focus should
always be on promoting harnnny and positive
energy. Mark and Leslie Jacobson are available for
consultations and can be contacted at 561-376-4730
or BocaFengShui@yahoo.com
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